This month in Nature
Below is a selection of highlights published in Nature
or made available online on nature.com in the last
month. Click on the article titles to be taken straight
to the content online.

Outlook

News & Comment
Italian court finds seismologists guilty of manslaughter
Six scientists and one official face six years in prison over L’Aquila earthquake.
How to eat a Triceratops
Tyrannosaurus tore the head off armoured prey to reach the tender neck meat.
DNA-swap technology almost ready for fertility clinic
Mitochondrial transfer could reduce the risk of childhood disease.
					

More…

Read more here

Podcasts

Videos

Blogs

Special Issue

25th October Nature Podcast
– why pesticides could be
perilous for bumblebees,
how our political preference
is rooted in biology, and how
replacing DNA could prevent
mitochondrial diseases.

The buzz about pesticides
Bees are the most important
pollinators of our crops, but
their numbers are decreasing.
In this video, buzzy
researchers Nigel Raine and
Richard Gill explain how two
commonly used pesticides
harm bumblebee colonies.

SoapboxScience
recent posting: An Elevator
Pitch for a Research Project

The new map of science
In this special
issue Nature examines how
the movement of people and
ideas will change how science
is done, how it is funded
and the questions that it
addresses.

18th October Nature Podcast
– the new planet next door,
how biology sprung from
chemistry on the early Earth,
and the evolution of teeth and
jaws.

thescepticalchymist - a blog
from Nature Chemistry
recent posting: 100 years of
the hydrogen bond

Read more here

Latest research
Biological sciences
Pancreatic cancer genomes reveal aberrations in axon guidance
pathway genes

Earth & Environmental sciences
Recent changes to the Gulf Stream causing widespread gas hydrate
destabilization

Filamentous bacteria transport electrons over centimetre distances

Astronomy: Meet our closest neighbour

Chemical sciences
Structure of the agonist-bound neurotensin receptor

Physical sciences
Unexpectedly large mass loss during the thermal pulse cycle of the
red giant star R Sculptoris

The hexadehydro-Diels–Alder reaction

Dynamical similarity of geomagnetic field reversals
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